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the shape 
of effortless

Achieving success lies in meeting customers’ expectations 
and grounding them in reality by delivering products that 
satisfy business needs. This is how Line 6000 creates 
a new concept of laundry: by providing the very best  
in terms of ergonomics, savings, care for the environment 
and overall consumer experience, in a virtuous circle  
with brilliant results.

Productivity  
and savings for 
your commercial 
laundry

Long-term  
savings

Easier, healthier, 
safer

Real-time 
solutions

Outstanding 
productivity

Excellence
with the environment in mind

 All our factories are ISO 14001-certified

  All our solutions are designed for low consumption  
of water, energy, detergents and harmful emissions

  In recent years over 70% of our product features have been 
updated with the environmental needs of our customers in mind

  Our technology is RoHS and REACH compliant 
and over 95% recyclable

 Our products are 100% quality tested by experts Th
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Experience the Excellence
professional.electrolux.com

Excellence is central to everything we do.
By anticipating our customers’ needs,  
we strive for Excellence with our people, 
innovations, solutions and services. To be  
the OnE making our customers’ work-life easier,  
more profitable – and truly sustainable every day.

Follow us on

professional.electrolux.com



Ease of use 

Saves money

Full control

Certified 
Ergonomics
The new range of washers and dryers has 
passed third party external testing and 
is certified to international standards of 
ergonomics and human-centered design. 
These products have earned the prestigious 
4-star rating for ergonomics. This means they 
have been user-tested to make sure your 
operators will feel less tension and strain,  
so they—and your business—can thrive.

Complete 
Data Access
With connected machines, commercial 
laundries will benefit from clear insight 
into the most efficient operational flow  
of the laundry process.

Highly intuitive interface 
and ergonomic benefits to reduce strain 
for a demanding job. 

Very quick and cost-efficient to install, 
with extremely low energy and operating 
costs over time.

Washers. Simply 
easy, for you and 
your team 

Dryers. 
Better  
in every way

Dry
not overdry

New technologies
for major savings
With our improved heat pump technology, 
you can save more than 60% on energy bills 
compared to traditional dryers, while keeping 
the laundry process quick and efficient so your 
customers will keep coming back. 

User-friendly  
detergent dispenser
The front loaded detergent dispenser is placed 
at the correct height and tilts downward for good 
visibility. Six color-coded compartments show you 
what to pour where. Removable components  
make it easy to clean.

An interface 
sure to please
Flexible touch-screen approach with multiple 
languages and simple display instructions,  
for an intuitive experience and smooth interaction. 

The smaller dryer takes 42 minutes* to dry 
6 kg of laundry. With the larger model 
you can dry 16 kg in 42 minutes!*

Dry more linen 
in less time

Measures the exact moisture level throughout 
the drying process. Saves energy by stopping 
as soon as clothes are dry, which is especially 
important for delicate garments.

Heavy-duty 
laundry made 
effortless

When you run a commercial laundry for hotels, 
restaurants, or other clients with high volumes  
of linens or uniforms, productivity and savings really 
matter. Laundry will be perfectly clean and dry in no 
time so you can keep your business moving  
and increase your profits. 

When you have to ...

► move large volumes fast
► save on water, energy and detergent
► make your hard-working staff more efficient
► fit more machines so you can take in more 
laundry

...we give you washers and dryers 
that exceed your expectations.

The entire laundry process is under your control.
Connect your machines and make the most
of data on cost, usage, and more.

Connected solutions allow remote monitoring, 
control, and quick updates, so failures and
breakdowns can be easily diagnosed.

Connected
for smarter use

Drum Speed Control adjusts the free fall  
of laundry for best results and fastest drying, 
no matter the fabric. 

Great 
for all fabrics

According to the weight load, the precise 
amount of detergent is added automatically, 
removing the guesswork and avoiding waste 
while ensuring good care of fabrics.

Exceptional savings with 
Intelligent Dosing

*At rated capacity, 100% cotton load at 50% initial moisture 
dried to 0%.


